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*********************************************************

University of California Office of the President Invites You to Attend an Information Fair

As part of the UCPath project, the University is opening a new shared services center to support payroll, academic personnel, timekeeping, and human resources services for employees at all UC campuses and medical centers. The shared service center, called the UCPath Center, will be located in Riverside. Recruitment has opened for new career opportunities in: Benefits, Payroll, Human Resources, Fulfillment and Records, Quality, Business Operations, HR Information systems, and Customer Service.

The University expects to hire 156 positions by April, 2013. These positions are posted on the UC System-wide Jobs Bulletin, which can be accessed at the following link:

http://jobs.universityofcalifornia.edu/?action=ucpsearch

The University is committed to supporting the UC community by giving priority consideration to current UC employees seeking employment opportunities at the UCPath Center. To demonstrate that commitment, the UCPath Center Team is conducting Information Fairs about the Center at all UC campuses.

The UCPath team will present information on the Center, as well as instructions on how to apply, followed by a Q&A session. It is anticipated that the presentation will last for one hour, followed by a 30 minute Q&A session. The entire Fair should be complete within 90 minutes.

Two sessions are scheduled on Thursday, December 6, 2012 at the following locations:

UC San Diego Campus  
9:30 a.m.  
Price Center East Ballroom

Hillcrest Medical Center  
2:00 p.m.  
Medical Center Auditorium

Employees from the general campus and the Medical Center can attend either session. These will be informative sessions about the UCPath Center and the opportunities it presents.
Questions about the UCPath Center Information Fair can be addressed to:

William Reichle, UCPath Center Communications Lead, (510) 587-6254 or William.Reichle@ucop.edu

Lisa Bolivar, UCPath Center HR and Recruiting Lead, (510) 587-6248 or Lisa.Bolivar@ucop.edu

John Blake, UCPath Center Training Lead, John.Blake@ucop.edu